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At energies up to several hundred of keV, a neutron can be captured by a light nucleus without

forming a compound state. This is due to the very low level density of light nuclei which may posses

"windows" as wide as a few MeV among resonance states. In this situation the capture process is due

to a direct transition of the incident neutron into one of the low-lying states of the residual nucleus. The

model describing such a capture mechanism is called the direct radiative capture model (ORC). The

essential ingredients for the calculation of the ( 1 , 7 ) reaction cross section are the matrix elements [1 , 2]

Q[^P = < 9b\fEM\i$c >. Here, * c and * 6 are the wave functions describing the initial scattering

state and the final bound state respectively and tEM is the electromagnetic multi-pole operator.

In describing the DRC process of some light nuclei, we have recently[2] shown that the matrix

elements Qc_l are very much sensitive to nature of the final capturing state wave function, $61 and

very little sensitive to the treatment of the incident neutron scattering channel state, $ c . This situation

holds in the case in which the major contribution to the capture strength is due to incident p-wave

neutrons captured into bound s and/or d single-particle orbits, with emission of E l radiation.

A further characteristic of the DRC mechanism is that the capture process is taking place outside

the nuclear radius. In other words, the matrix elements Qc_l have appreciable contribution only from

the external region. The insensitiveness of the capture process to the detail of the initial state scattering

wave function can then be easily understood considering that the neutron-nucleus collision of p wave

neutrons is peripheral.
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Figure 1: Neutron capture cross section of 12C Figure 2: Neutron capture cross section of 12C
leading to the 13C ground state. The experi- leading to the first excited state in 13C. The ex-
mental values are from [3] perimental values are from [3]

We have calculated several neutron capture cross sections of light nuclei using the DRC model in the

neutron energy range which goes from thermal up to « 1 MeV. The details of the calculation technique

and the parameters used in these calculations can be found in the references [5-8]. The result for two of

the four 7-ray emitting transitions in the 1 2C(n, 7 ) reaction are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. The
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Figure 3: Neutron capture cross section for 1 6 0 .
The calculation includes the contribution from
the resonance state at En = 434 keV. The ex-
perimental values are from [4].

Figure 4: Neutron capture cross section of 10Be.
The experimental values are obtained from the
measurement of the Coulomb dissociation cross
section [9].

total 1 6 0(n, 7) cross section is shown in Fig. 3. The comparison has been made with recent experimental
results from direct measurements. In Fig. 4, we have compared the 10Be(n,7)nBe DRC cross section
calculation with that derived from the experiment in the inverse kinematics [9] (Coulomb dissociation
of1 1 Be).

These calculations enabled us to assess quantitatively the DRC model in terms of reliability and
sensitivity to the few parameters involved. We have planned to make the calculations of the following
reactions: 7Li(n, 7).13C(n,7), 14C(n,7) and 1 80(n,7) . For most of these reactions, the DRC process is
supposed to be the dominant reaction mechanism. The results of these calculations are expected to be
included in the upgrades of several nuclear data files. In particular, in the frame of a collaboration with
the JAERI/NDC the results of this investigation are planned to be included into the special purpose
files associated to the JENDL-3.2 data library.
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